ICPE-EPEC 2013

The International Conference on Physics Education 2013
The purpose of this conference is to bring together people working in physics educational research and in physics education at all types
of schools from the whole world to enable us to share and exchange our experiences.

August 05-09,
2013
Prague,
Czech Republic

The general conference theme:

Active learning – in a changing world of new technologies
We will welcome all contributions (oral presentation, posters, workshops) from a broad range of topics that help to improve physics teaching
and learning (especially active learning) and to extend our understanding of this important area. For more information, important dates etc., see:

www.icpe2013.org
The conference is organized by: • The International Commission on Physics Education (ICPE) - Commission C14
of the International Union of Pure and Applied Physics (IUPAP) • The European Physical Society Physics Educational
Division (EPS PED) • The Faculty of Mathematics and Physics, Charles University in Prague.
To secure IUPAP sponsorship, the organisers have provided assurance that ICPE-EPEC 2013 will be conducted in accordance with IUPAP principles as stated
in the IUPAP resolution passed by the General Assembly in 2008. In particular, no bona fide scientist will be excluded from participation on the grounds
of national origin, nationality, or political considerations unrelated to science.

Venue:
Hotel Dorint Don Giovanni
The conference will take place at four-star Hotel Dorint Don Giovanni which
offers its clients unique opportunity to spend their stay in Prague at very
special place, that combines relaxed ambience, spirit of old times and the latest technical achievements of modern hotel and conference industry. Hotel
is located right on the green tube line, which can take you to the historical
heart of Prague within only 10 minutes.

Conference services are organized by MAXIN Prague
DETAILS CREATE EXCELLENCE

Prague
Prague is one of the most beautiful cities in the world with unique panorama
and its dominant venues – St. Vitus Cathedral and the Prague Castle, the historical seat of Czech rulers, Kings, Holy Roman Emperors and Czech Presidents.
Prague is a city combining its ancient mystique and modern life. It is a place with
rich cultural and social tradition, place, where the intellectuals, scholars and artists has been meeting for centuries.

Come and be active in sharing your experience and visions of active physics learning!
Come and enjoy the ICPE 2013 in magical Prague!

